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TO THE AUTHORITIES OF POST PRIMARY SCHOOLS
Leaving Certificate: Extension of the RACE Scheme to provide alternative examinations for
bereaved Leaving Certificate Candidates
Under an extension of the emergency provisions of the Scheme of Reasonable Accommodations at
the Certificate Examinations (RACE Scheme), the State Examinations Commission (SEC) will introduce
a limited provision for supporting Leaving Certificate and Leaving Certificate Applied candidates who
experience the death of a close relative during the period of the written examinations.
The measure will be available in the high stakes Leaving Certificate examinations programmes only
as missing examinations at this time may mean missing out on a college place or a job opportunity
and having to wait a full year for the next available opportunity to sit the examinations.
The Junior Cycle examination is not high stakes. Junior Cycle candidates experiencing bereavement
at examinations time will continue to be supported in taking their examinations under the existing
arrangements as detailed in the RACE Instructions for Schools 2019 and in the RACE 2019 –
Implementing Access Arrangement during the Written Examinations. The accommodations that can
be made when unforeseen circumstances occur include sitting in an alternative location such as in
hospital; access to a small shared examination centre; rest breaks; alterations to the standard
timetable; and the taking of food, drinks or medicines in the centre.

1. Support Measure
Under this new arrangement, if a close relative of a Leaving Certificate or Leaving Certificate Applied
candidate dies, the candidate will be allowed to defer up to three days of their examinations and to
take the examinations that they miss at an alternative sitting of the examinations in July.
The purpose of this accommodation is to allow the bereaved candidate some time to prepare for
and attend the funeral of their loved one without having to contend with the added pressure of their
full set of examinations.
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2. Eligibility
The measure will apply in cases where the death of the close relative (within the definition provided
below) occurs during examination time, or in the two days prior to the examinations commencing on
5th June, so on any day in the period Monday 3rd June to Tuesday 25th June inclusive.
The candidate will, at their discretion, be able to defer the examinations they were due to take on
the day of the funeral, if that falls on a day on which they were scheduled to sit examinations, and
two other days.
A candidate may not defer their examinations and also seek an early or late sitting to allow them to
attend the funeral. If they elect for this relief, then one of the days must be the day of the funeral if
the funeral is on a day on which they are due to take their examinations.
The three days do not need to be consecutive, but must fall between the date of death and the day
after the date of the funeral. For example, a candidate whose parent dies early on the second
Monday of the examinations and whose funeral is taking place on Wednesday may defer their
examinations on that Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday or Monday, Wednesday and Thursday.
It is important to note, that the July sitting is not a repeat examination.




If a candidate elects not to avail of this measure and goes ahead with examinations
as scheduled in June (in full or in part), they will not be permitted to access the
alternative sitting in July.
If a candidate elects to avail of this measure and indicates their intention to present
for the alternative July sitting then they cannot also sit those same examinations
during the original June sittings.

Candidates who suffer a bereavement and decide to continue with their original schedule of
examinations will, of course, be entitled to avail of the longstanding supports under the RACE
Scheme, i.e. early or late sittings of an examination in order to attend a funeral, sitting examinations
in a smaller exam centre, and supervised rest breaks during their examinations.

3. Alternative Examination
The alternative Leaving Certificate and Leaving Certificate Applied examinations will be held in
Athlone from Monday 8th July to Friday 12th July 2019. The detailed timetable is attached at
Appendix 2 and no alternative scheduling or location will be considered.
The alternative timetable collapses all 15 days of the June timetable into 5 days. All Monday
examinations are on Monday 8th July; Tuesday examinations are on Tuesday 9th July; etc. Therefore
candidates should note this in seeking absence from their June examinations. For example, If a
candidate seeks to be absent on two Mondays (and were due to take all four of the examinations on
those days), they need to be aware that they will not be able to sit four examinations in one day on
the alternative timetable.
Candidates must be available to attend the examinations that they have deferred on the dates as
they appear on the Alternative Examinations timetable.
Candidates must be aware that they must bear their own costs of attendance. The SEC will not
cover any costs of attendance.
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The July examinations will be of equivalent standard to the June examinations.
The results from the alternative Leaving Certificate examinations will be available at the same time
as the main examination results, on 13th August in 2019. There will be no difference for the
candidate or for the end users of the results (CAO, etc.) between results attained in June and those
attained in July.

4. Close Relative
For the purposes of this emergency provision under the scheme of RACE, close relatives are defined
as one of the following: a father, step-father, mother, step-mother, legal guardian, brother, stepbrother, half-brother, sister, step-sister, half-sister, grandfather or grandmother. The scheme also
provides for the death of the child, spouse or civil partner of a Leaving Certificate candidate.

5. How to Apply
Applications for support arrangements under the RACE Scheme are school based and this provision
is no different. As with all emergencies arising over the course of the written examinations, school
authorities should make contact with the RACE Section of the SEC at the earliest opportunity to seek
advice and assistance. In addition to accessing the alternative examinations, there may be other
support arrangements that need to be put in place to support the bereaved candidate in taking their
remaining examinations.
There is a straightforward application process and the SEC will need to verify the candidate’s
eligibility in line with the criteria.
External candidates, who have entered for their examinations from outside of the recognised second
level school system, will need to provide verifiable proof of their bereavement.
The SEC has an absolute duty to protect the integrity of the examinations. In all cases, the SEC must
be satisfied as to the validity of the application and will reserve the right to seek independent proof
of the bereavement.
A Breach of Examinations Regulations may be determined if a candidate claims relief under this
provision and is found to have made a false claim. A person aiding a candidate to claim a relief
under this provision may be guilty of an offence under Section 52 of the Education Act 1998.

6. Review of the RACE Scheme Extension
In the context of the high stakes Leaving Certificate examinations, the SEC is very mindful of the
tension to be managed between the need to maintain integrity and public confidence in the
examinations on the one hand, and on the other, the need to better provide for candidates who
have found themselves in traumatic circumstances which have impacted on their participation in the
examinations.
This interim, pilot measure is subject to review. The SEC will be arranging consultation with a broad
range of stakeholders, including school management and principals’ representatives, in order to
inform the development of this provision into the future.
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These consultations will include a review of the operation of this pilot interim scheme and will
commence in the early autumn.

Enquiries on foot of this circular or for information and advice in the case of a bereaved
candidate can be made by phone 090 -644 2781 or to race@examinations.ie with
Bereavement in the subject line.

Paddy Quinn
Higher Executive Officer
Reasonable Accommodations Section
Athlone
June 2019
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APPENDIX 1
Leaving Certificate 2019
Supporting Candidates who lose a close relative at examinations time
Information for Candidates, Parents/Guardians,

Under an extension of the emergency provisions of the Scheme of Reasonable Accommodations at
the Certificate Examinations (RACE Scheme), the State Examinations Commission (SEC) has
introduced on a pilot interim basis a limited provision for supporting Leaving Certificate and Leaving
Certificate Applied candidates who experience the death of a close relative during the period of the
written examinations. The new measure is detailed in SEC Circular S58/19. The following
information is provided for the assistance of parents and candidates but noting that all decisions
made will be by reference to the governing circular (S58/19).

What supports are available to Leaving Certificate candidates who suffer illness,
accident or other types of trauma and adversity, immediately prior to or during
the examinations?
Whenever possible, reasonable accommodations are made for a candidate who encounters
unforeseen circumstances (illness, accidents, etc.,) immediately prior to or during the examinations.
An example of the type of arrangement that we can make, is organising for a candidate to sit their
examinations in hospital. Or we can arrange access to a smaller special examination centre or we
can allow rest breaks during the examinations or the taking of food or medicine into the examination
centre. We can also make arrangements for an earlier or later sitting of an examination if necessary,
for example, to receive medical treatment.
If you experience an emergency situation such as this your school is best placed to assist you. If
this happens to you please contact your school immediately.
Other than in the case of bereaved candidates, it is not possible to make arrangements for the
sitting of examinations other than on the day they are due to be held.

What supports will be available for Leaving Certificate candidates who experience a
bereavement immediately prior to or during the examinations?
We are, for the first time, introducing a new measure, on a pilot basis, for Leaving Certificate and
Leaving Certificate Applied candidates who suffer the bereavement of a close relative during
examinations time, or in the two days prior to the examinations which commence on 5th June this
year. Between the day that the close relative dies and the day after the date of the funeral, a
candidate can decide to defer their examinations for up to three days. The SEC will be providing an
alternative Leaving Certificate and Leaving Certificate Applied examination sitting in July for these
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candidates. The alternative examinations will take place in Athlone between the 8th and 12th July,
2019.
The purpose of the accommodation is to provide candidates with some time away from their
examinations to prepare for and attend the funeral of their loved one without having to contend
with the added pressure of their full set of examinations at the same time.
This measure is being provided under the SEC’s existing Scheme of Reasonable Accommodations at
the Certificate Examinations.

Are there any rules about which three days a bereaved candidate can be absent from their
examinations?
The time period is limited from the date of death up to the day after the date of the funeral. The
three days do not have to be continuous. One of the days will be the day of the funeral and
bereaved candidates will have discretion in respect of the other two days within the stated time
window.
A candidate may not defer their examinations and also seek an early or late sitting to allow them to
attend the funeral.

The alternative timetable sees 15 days of examinations taking place in five days. Candidates are
advised to consult the alternative timetable as it may not be possible to provide for all situations.
For example, if a bereaved candidate seeks to be absent on two Mondays during the June
examinations then they should be aware that all of the examinations on both of those days will be
taking place on Monday 8th July. It would not be possible for the candidate to sit all of the missed
examinations on that day.

Who is classified as a close relative?
For the purposes of this measure, a close relative is defined as one of the following: a father, stepfather, mother, step-mother, legal guardian, brother, step-brother, half-brother, sister, step-sister,
half-sister, grandfather or grandmother. The Scheme will also provide for the death of the child,
spouse or civil partner of a Leaving Certificate candidate.

Will bereaved students who sit the Leaving Certificate examination be also able to sit the
examination on the deferred date?
No. If a candidate decides to proceed with their examinations in June they will not be permitted to
access the alternative sitting. The deferred examinations are alternative examinations, not repeat
examinations.
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However, bereaved candidates who choose to sit the examinations at the normal time (and who do
not elect to defer their examinations) will continue to receive the same supports provided to
candidates suffering trauma and adversity during their examinations as in previous years. These
include early or late sittings of an examination in order to attend a funeral, sitting examinations in a
smaller exam centre, and providing students with supervised rest breaks during their examinations.

What do I need to do about my Leaving Certificate examinations if I do experience a
bereavement of a close relative?
You should make contact with your school or educational institution at the earliest opportunity for
advice and support. The SEC has provided schools with details of the application process which will
require them to confirm that you meet the eligibility criteria.
If you are an external candidate, not connected to an educational institution, you should contact the
RACE Section of the SEC for assistance.
In all cases, the SEC must be satisfied as to the validity of the application and will reserve the right to
seek independent proof of the bereavement.

Is there any cost for the alternative examinations?
There is no additional examination fee for this. But candidates taking the alternative examinations
in Athlone in July will be responsible for their own costs in attending the alternative examinations.
They must be available at this time and able to make their own arrangements for attending the
Athlone sitting. No alternative venues or timings will be provided.

If I suffer a bereavement but I am not available in July, can alternative arrangements be
made?
No. There will be no other timings or venues made available for the alternative sitting. If you will
not be available in July for the alternative examination as timetabled, then your school can put in
place supports to sit your examinations in June according to the normal schedule if you are able for
this. Otherwise, you will have the option of repeating your Leaving Certificate next year.

Why is this alternative sitting not available to other candidates who experience illness or
other trauma at the time of the examinations?
In the context of the high stakes Leaving Certificate examinations, there is a tension to be managed

between the need to maintain integrity and public confidence in the examinations on the one hand,
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and on the other the need to better provide for candidates who have found themselves in traumatic
circumstances which have impacted on their participation in the examinations.
This tension gives rise to difficulties in developing fair, equitable and verifiable criteria for
determining eligibility for any alternative examination. This is a complex issue and this is why the
SEC will be undertaking a comprehensive review in the Autumn, which will involve detailed
discussions with stakeholders e.g. school management, parents and, of course, candidates, and this
will take time. However, there was a clear need to have something in place this year for candidates
who experience a bereavement of a close family member at examinations time.
The SEC will continue to provide the same supports to candidates suffering trauma and adversity
during their examinations as in previous years.

Why is the time limited to three days?
The purpose of this accommodation is to allow the bereaved candidate to have some time to
prepare for and attend the funeral of their loved one without having to contend with the added
pressure of their full set of examinations at the same time. So the measure is intended as a relief
from the full set of examinations at what is a difficult time for the young person. The alternative
examinations will take place over a week in July so that the results of the alternative examinations
will be available at the same time as the results from the main examinations sitting.

Why does this not apply at the Junior Cycle examinations?
The measure will be available in the high stakes Leaving Certification examinations programmes only
as missing examinations at this time may mean missing out on a college place or a job opportunity
and having to wait a full year for the next available opportunity to sit the examinations.
The Junior Cycle examination is not high stakes. Junior Cycle candidates experiencing bereavement
at examinations time will continue to be supported in taking their examinations under the existing
arrangements.

My relative died the week before the examinations commenced? Can I defer some of my
examinations?
Unfortunately, as with any scheme with eligibility criteria there will always be those who meet the
criteria and those who do not. The SEC took advice on determining how far in advance of the start
of the written examination the death must occur in order for the candidate to be eligible for this
measure. This advice was that it should be limited to candidates experiencing a bereavement
during the full period of the written examinations and in the two days immediately beforehand.

Is it the case that candidates who experience difficulties such as illness or bereavement at
examination time get special consideration in the marking?
At the certificate examinations each candidate’s work must be marked according to the common
marking scheme for the subject concerned. This is to ensure equitable, consistent and fair treatment
for all candidates. Examiners are confined to applying the marking scheme to the work actually
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produced at the examination. An examiner has no scope to deviate from the marking scheme.
There may be a misconception that examiners can allow in some subjective way for the life
circumstances of individual students. But this is absolutely not the case.

What will happen to a candidate who seeks to access the alternative examinations under
false pretences?
A Breach of Examinations Regulations may be determined if a candidate claims relief under this
provision and is found to have made a false claim. A person aiding a candidate to claim a relief
under this provision may be guilty of an offence under Section 52 of the Education Act 1998.

If you have any queries contact: Reasonable Accommodations Section in the SEC Phone
090-644 2781
Email: race@examinations.ie
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APPENDIX 2
Leaving Certificate Alternative Timetable 2019
Alternative Sitting*
Mon 8th July

Mapping of Main LC Examinations
Monday 10th June, i.e. Maths Paper 2 and Irish Paper 1;
or
Monday 17th, i.e. Hebrew/ Ancient Greek/ Non
Curricular Languages and Agricultural Science; or
Monday 24th June, i.e. Italian/Russian and Classical
Studies/Latin/Technology

Tuesday 9th July

Tuesday 11th June, Irish Paper 2 and Biology; or
Tuesday 18th June, i.e. Spanish and Chemistry; or
Tuesday 25th June, i.e. Japanese and Politics &
Society/Arabic

Wednesday 10th July

Wed 5th June, i.e. English Paper 1 and Home
Economics; or
Wed 12th June, i.e. French and History; or
Wed 19th June, i.e. Physics/Physics and Chemistry and
Accounting

Thursday 11th July

Thursday 6th June, i.e. Engineering and English Paper 2;
or
Thursday 13th July, i.e. Business and Art; or
Thursday 20th July, i.e. Design and Communications
Graphics and Music

Friday 12th July

Friday 7th June, i.e. Geography and Maths Paper 1; or
Friday 14th June, i.e. German and Construction Studies;
or
Friday 21st June, i.e. Economics/Agricultural Economics
and Religious Education/Applied Maths

*The alternative sittings will be held at the same time of the day in the Morning or Afternoon examination
sessions as per the original timetable

LCA Alternative Timetable 2019
Alternative Sitting*
Monday 8th July

Mapping of Main LCA Examinations
Wed 5th June, i.e. English and Social Education; or
Tuesday 11th June, Graphics & Construction
Studies/Hair & Beauty and Office Admin and Customer
Care
Thursday 6th June, i.e. Irish/Sign language and Modern
Languages; or
Wed 12th June, i.e. Agriculture/Horticulture and
Technology
Friday 7th June, i.e. Maths and Hotel catering and
Tourism; or
Thursday 13th June, i.e. Active Leisure Studies and
Craft/Design
Monday 10th June, i.e. Engineering and Child
Care/Community Care

Tuesday 9th July

Wednesday 10th July

Thursday 11th July
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